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[Greeting in Yuclzi lang~rage] 

Honorable Chairperson: 

I am Renee Grounds, - a youth speaking on behalfof the North American Caucus. 
I nm greeting you in the unique lnnguage of the Yuchi Nation, a language now spokenfluently by only 5 elders. 
We nue working d i l i p t l y  to pass the language clown to younger comrnunity members such as rnyself 
Iplnn to tench and specrk the Yuchi lung~iage to my childven when I have a family in some future day. 

We want to cal1 attention to the importance of Indigenous languages for the Millennium Development Goal of 
nchieving universal primary ed~lccrtion. 

Whereas, the institution of ed~ication-especially through govenunent and church-run boarding schools-has 
been the piimary instrument deployed in the destruction of Indigenous languages; 

And whereas, Indigenous languages are key to the vast and ancient resources of Indigenous knowledge and to 
the wellbeing of the children in o~ i r  comrnunities; 

Whereas, the cuisent status of our languages is extremely endangered as indicated by any statistical measure: 

For the region now covered by Canada and the USA over 70% of our languages are only spoken by the 
grandparent's genei-ation (which means that there is an extremely small ainount of time to educate the 
children and youth of OLK comrnunities in the languages of their gifted elders. 

In fact, one hundred percent of the 210 languages still spoken in North America are endangered. 

Australia is the continent with the worst language situation with over 90% of its now-remaining 350 
aboriginal languages near extinction 

According to Ole Henrik Magga, the iirst Chair of the Permanent Foi-um, as n i ~ ~ h  as half o u  original 
languages will be lost in the next 20 years. 

Linguistic scholars now estimate that at present rates of decline 90% of the world's languages will be lost 
by the end of this century. 

This is particularly relevant for Indigenous Peoples who comprise only 5% of the world's population, and 
yet cail-y 90% of the world's 6,700 diverse languages 

Therefore, in light of the importance of Our Indigenous languages for ed~ication in OLK coi~munities and for the 
storehouse of human lmowledge, 
And in consideration of the extremely endangered status of our Indigenous languages, 
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We request that the Pennanent Fonim make the following recomrnendations: 

+ call for a UN "International Year of Indigenous languages" for 2007 
(to educate about the value of our languages and highlight the critical status of our languages and help to 
develop effective strntegies for revitalization) 

+ that "Indigenous Languages" comprise a major theme for the new Decade of Indigenous Peoples 
(including appropriate educntional uctivities and regional meetings sszrch as the End of the First-Decade 
Celebration in Tulsa, Oklahoma in December 2004, where Willie Littlechild presented on the vital importance 
of Indigenous languages) 

+ call on member states to affirm linguistic rights by repealing al1 discriminatory legislation and opposing 
linguacidal policies and practices, especially as carried out under state educational institutions. 

+ call for fui-ther funding from states and UN agencies such as UNESCO and UNICEF for language 
revitalization programs and request that an Indigenous Language Fund be established to receive monies for 
intemational language work 
(especinlly in light of the history of sustained and systematic assault on lang~rages with enormous amounts of 

fiuzding spent through boarding school programs and other government agencies) 

+ work to implement bilingual education in areas where Indigenous populations live 

In promoting universal priinary education we point to the danger of the wide-spread notion of a one-size-fits-al1 
educational approach that does not take into consideration the needs of the individual child and the rights of 
Indigenous Peoples to determine their own ed~icational systems and cumcul~irn content. 
We need an approach that would not s~ipport national languages at the expense of Indigenous languages, 
approach that would be additive rather than subtractive language learning and responsive to the early start and 
inaxim~im exposure fallacies pointed o~ i t  by Dr. Tove Skutnabb-Kangas dwing the Thrd  Session of the 
Peimanent Forum on Indigenous Issues. However, we insist that for many of o w  areas, the Indigenous 
language is no longer being leained in the home and therefore a strong program of immersion education is 
needed in the Indigenous languages for revitalization purposes. 

In sum, we call for more aggressive actions for Indigenous languages d~ ie  to the irnrneasurable value of our 
languages. Our Indigenous languages are essential to Indigenous Ibowledge, ceremonial life, medicinal 
practices, and our own identities as Indigenous peoples. Our original languages safeguard the ability of our 
children to coinmunicate with their elders, shapes our world view, defines our identity as Indigenous Peoples. 
0 u r  languages are the basis for unwritten l~istories, specialized agronomies, and the understanding of local 
ecosysterns and regional environrnents. In short, our languages carry o u  original instructions about our proper 
way of being in the world and keeping proper relations with other-than-human beings in the circle of life. 


